
THE MUSEUM OF FUN! 

Recently during our English lessons, we have been 

reading an electronic book called The Museum of Fun. 

This book is on a website on the internet. It is hosted 

on the website which is called  

https://www.atcivelearnprimary.co.uk Also they have 

different exhibits like let’s dance, movie magic and hit 

the stage. 

 

Let’s Dance: My opinion of let’s dance is that I find it 

interesting because I like dancing as well. Also the page 

is very bright and colourful. Meanwhile the thing I 

don’t like is that Morris dancing doesn’t have a video 

but street dancing does even though Morris dancing 

has been going on for way longer.  

 

 

Hit The Stage: My opinion of hit the stage is I don’t 

really like it because its dark and dull and boring. 

 

https://www.atcivelearnprimary.co.uk/


Puppet exhibition: Also this slide doesn’t make me 

happy. Because its also dark and dull and I don’t like 

puppets because they are scary to me.  

 

 

All Fun Of The Fair: My opinon of all fun on the fair is I 

find it fun and its bright and colourful and it has a great 

outstanding heading it is a good slide but there nothing 

to me that is bad about this slide. 

 

 

Movie Magic: I like  movie magic because I like movies 

and Its a good slide but it looks a bit boring and dark. 

There sum parts I find good 60% I find good.  

  

 

Circus Clowns & Acrobats: My opinon of clowns and 

acrobats its kinda  good but not a 100% I don’t really 



like clowns but I like the circus so that’s not good. Also 

it’s a good slide. 

 

 

Festivel Fun: I like festivels  it’s a slide that makes me 

happy the reason why is that its colourful and bright it 

has little animation I like it a lot  and theres nothing 

bad about it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


